FRENCH INDO-CHINA
that the French courts forged ahead. As in the South, cases of rebel-
lion	to the  French courts, and regular magistrates replaced
the administrators as judges. An attempt was made to institute a
Court of Appeal at Hanoi, but the expense and dekys involved were so
and its cases so few, that it was reabsorbed by its Saigon rival—
1919. French justice became gradually the rule, however, and
justice the exception. The former steadily absorbed all cases,
the appeals from native courts after 1901. The French
notably in Annam, continued to exercise judicial powers—
an	to Montesquieu's principles which Doumer hastened to
A more clear-cut separation of the powers was effected by a
judicial organization for both Annam and Tonkin. The simul-
taneous creation of commercial courts in the colony was a tribute to
its           economic development. The new organization had unfor-
attracted a group of shyster kwyers to Indo-China, and this
disciplinary measures to keep them from stirring up
to get business. Gialong had recognized and tried to
his compatriots* passion for litigation, which the introduction
of French justice now unleashed. Almost all the judickl developments
of Oxhm-'CWaa were reproduced in the North, but at a slower tempo.
la	of the colony the inefficacy of the new justice was
by t decrease in security* and an increase in crime and vagrancy,
more equitable judgments by better qualified rnagis-
a less expensive and complicated procedure, were the
The only ones who benefited by the new system were
tic
were very timely* for even the most ardent
were	for reform. He felt that the pendulum
had	too far	A         of balance had resulted from
the	too	power in an effort to curb admink-
The	revolts of 1908 and 1913 had given pause:
in a	w»f after all,  different from France and the
were tied in an eineigeiief lest he inteifere in the
due	di	The	of powers had led not only to
tad	but to m	of	The codes needed a revision
act	in	of uaifiqraiiy and precision, but a fundamental
to the	mew	Saraut reversed the old idea
Of	modi&^tMEis for na&rot
Ciinl>^iaii       the fonods^knis to be
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